Genuitec’s MyEclipse Blue 2014 Gives IBM WebSphere Developers a Lightweight IDE for Liberty Profile and WAS 8.5 Deployment

New cloud-powered MyEclipse Blue 2014 is an inexpensive, open source friendly tools stack updated to support the newest WebSphere version and now includes support for lightweight IBM Liberty Profile server

Dallas, Texas (PRWEB) March 03, 2014 -- Genuitec, LLC, the Cloud Control company, is proud to introduce Liberty Profile support in the release MyEclipse Blue 2014: a coexisting technology with IBM Rational IDEs. Customers are now able to rapidly prototype and configure cross-platform mobile, cloud, and web apps for instant deployment to IBM WebSphere Application Server (WAS) versions 5.1-8.5.

“We are excited to add IBM Liberty Profile server support into our technology portfolio,” said Brian Fernandes, product manager for MyEclipse at Genuitec. “Now developers are readily able to develop and deploy applications to IBM’s WAS servers or to Liberty Profile - we’re giving IBM shops more flexibility for app development than even IBM has provided so far. The high adoption rate of our Blue technology speaks to the need for powerful app development tools to support existing IBM investments, such a WebSphere servers.”

The MyEclipse Blue workbench gives IBM shops access to WebSphere Application Servers 5.1 - 8.5, Portal Servers 6 -8, as well as the Liberty Profile 8.5 connector which makes it even easier to develop applications against these servers. Future releases of MyEclipse Blue will have continued focus on Liberty Profile support. Additionally, 14 new assist-based editors for WebSphere descriptor files have been added allowing for advanced development and cutting back on a developers need to recall the syntax of files as they will now be able to simply click the file and make edits.

As a technology designed to coexist with IBM Rational tools, companies use MyEclipse Blue as an all-around Java development tool that can import existing RAD projects with one-click, or export projects back to RAD simply as well. MyEclipse Blue is lighter than IBM RAD, less expensive, yet more powerful as it features the latest open source and proprietary technologies, including being built on the latest Eclipse Kepler release.

MyEclipse Blue Mobile Tools will also lend a productivity and development boost to ing WAS developers access to core mobile technologies, like Apache Cordova, Phonegap, HTML5 and jQuery. MyEclipse Blue Mobile Tools provide WAS developers with the ability to rapidly prototype and develop hybrid, cross-platform apps for iOS and Android.

MyEclipse Blue 2014 is also available in a secure format, MyEclipse Blue Secure, which allows WebSphere developers to rapidly design and deploy applications, instantly share projects, profiles and configurations inside a private cloud, known as Secure Delivery Center (SDC). When used in conjunction with MyEclipse 2014, SDC provides a natural path for instant delivery and license management for enterprises.

Subscriptions to MyEclipse Blue Edition are available annually for about $160, with the MyEclipse Blue Secure Edition available for $249.95. The MyEclipse Blue 2014 is available at http://www.myeclipseide.com/blue and comes with a complimentary 30-day trial. Free trial users and those with current subscriptions receive all updates at no cost; advanced service agreements are now available and vary in cost.
About Genuitec
With year-over-year growth since the company was founded in 1997, Genuitec follows a “Cloud Control” approach and continues to expand by offering superior products to enterprises at value-driven cloud prices. With a laser focus on desktop, cloud, web and mobile development for the enterprise Java user, its products are used by more than 17,000 global enterprises which include 80 percent of Fortune 500 companies.

Genuitec maintains a vibrant community through its support forums where users engage directly with staff to answer any number of technical needs. Genuitec is constantly evaluating market opportunities for new areas of growth and expansion of it’s current application lifecycle management and mobile tools; in addition, Genuitec has launched a new product in each of the last 5 years. As a fully-distributed and virtual workforce, the company maintains a low overhead, yet attracts the most talented software developers.

Genuitec is based in Flower Mound, Texas and is a founding member of the Eclipse Foundation along with IBM, Intel and HP.

Please follow Genuitec’s latest news by joining “MyEclipse” on Facebook and on Twitter @MyEclipseIDE and @Genuitec
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